We investigate automatic geolocation (i.e. identification of the location, expressed as latitude/longitude coordinates) of documents. Geolocation can be an effective means of summarizing large document collections and it is an important component of geographic information retrieval. We describe several simple supervised methods for document geolocation using only the document's raw text as evidence. All of our methods predict locations in the context of geodesic grids of varying degrees of resolution. We evaluate the methods on geotagged Wikipedia articles and Twitter feeds. For Wikipedia, our best method obtains a median prediction error of just 11.8 kilometers. Twitter geolocation is more challenging: we obtain a median error of 479 km, an improvement on previous results for the dataset.
Introduction
There are a variety of applications that arise from connecting linguistic content-be it a word, phrase, document, or entire corpus-to geography. Leidner (2008) provides a systematic overview of geography-based language applications over the previous decade, with a special focus on the problem of toponym resolution-identifying and disambiguating the references to locations in texts. Perhaps the most obvious and far-reaching application is geographic information retrieval (Ding et al., 2000; Martins, 2009; Andogah, 2010) , with applications like MetaCarta's geographic text search (Rauch et al., 2003) and NewsStand (Teitler et al., 2008) ; these allow users to browse and search for content through a geo-centric interface. The Perseus project performs automatic toponym resolution on historical texts in order to display a map with each text showing the locations that are mentioned (Smith and Crane, 2001 ); Google Books also does this for some books, though the toponyms are identified and resolved quite crudely. Hao et al (2010) use a location-based topic model to summarize travelogues, enrich them with automatically chosen images, and provide travel recommendations. Eisenstein et al (2010) investigate questions of dialectal differences and variation in regional interests in Twitter users using a collection of geotagged tweets.
An intuitive and effective strategy for summarizing geographically-based data is identification of the location-a specific latitude and longitude-that forms the primary focus of each document. Determining a single location of a document is only a well-posed problem for certain documents, generally of fairly small size, but there are a number of natural situations in which such collections arise. For example, a great number of articles in Wikipedia have been manually geotagged; this allows those articles to appear in their geographic locations while geobrowsing in an application like Google Earth. Overell (2009) investigates the use of Wikipedia as a source of data for article geolocation, in addition to article classification by category (location, person, etc.) and toponym resolution. Overell's main goal is toponym resolution, for which geolocation serves as an input feature. For document geolocation, Overell uses a simple model that makes use only of the metadata available (article title, incoming and outgoing links, etc.)-the actual article text 955
is not used at all. However, for many document collections, such metadata is unavailable, especially in the case of recently digitized historical documents. Eisenstein et al. (2010) evaluate their geographic topic model by geolocating USA-based Twitter users based on their tweet content. This is essentially a document geolocation task, where each document is a concatenation of all the tweets for a single user. Their geographic topic model receives supervision from many documents/users and predicts locations for unseen documents/users.
In this paper, we tackle document geolocation using several simple supervised methods on the textual content of documents and a geodesic grid as a discrete representation of the earth's surface. Our approach is similar to that of Serdyukov et al. (2009) , who geolocate Flickr images using their associated textual tags. 1 Essentially, the task is cast similarly to language modeling approaches in information retrieval (Ponte and Croft, 1998) . Discrete cells representing areas on the earth's surface correspond to documents (with each cell-document being a concatenation of all actual documents that are located in that cell); new documents are then geolocated to the most similar cell according to standard measures such as Kullback-Leibler divergence (Zhai and Lafferty, 2001) . Performance is measured both on geotagged Wikipedia articles (Overell, 2009) and tweets (Eisenstein et al., 2010) . We obtain high accuracy on Wikipedia using KL divergence, with a median error of just 11.8 kilometers. For the Twitter data set, we obtain a median error of 479 km, which improves on the 494 km error of Eisenstein et al. An advantage of our approach is that it is far simpler, is easy to implement, and scales straightforwardly to large datasets like Wikipedia.
Data
Wikipedia As of April 15, 2011, Wikipedia has some 18.4 million content-bearing articles in 281 language-specific encyclopedias. Among these, 39 have over 100,000 articles, including 3.61 million articles in the English-language edition alone. Wikipedia articles generally cover a single subject; in addition, most articles that refer to geographically fixed subjects are geotagged with their coordinates. Such articles are well-suited as a source of supervised content for document geolocation purposes. Furthermore, the existence of versions in multiple languages means that the techniques in this paper can easily be extended to cover documents written in many of the world's most common languages.
Wikipedia's geotagged articles encompass more than just cities, geographic formations and landmarks. For example, articles for events (like the shooting of JFK) and vehicles (such as the frigate USS Constitution) are geotagged. The latter type of article is actually quite challenging to geolocate based on the text content: though the ship is moored in Boston, most of the page discusses its role in various battles along the eastern seaboard of the USA. However, such articles make up only a small fraction of the geotagged articles.
For the experiments in this paper, we used a full dump of Wikipedia from September 4, 2010. 2 Included in this dump is a total of 10,355,226 articles, of which 1,019,490 have been geotagged. Excluding various types of special-purpose articles used primarily for maintaining the site (specifically, redirect articles and articles outside the main namespace), the dump includes 3,431,722 content-bearing articles, of which 488,269 are geotagged.
It is necessary to process the raw dump to obtain the plain text, as well as metadata such as geotagged coordinates. Extracting the coordinates, for example, is not a trivial task, as coordinates can be specified using multiple templates and in multiple formats. Automatically-processed versions of the English-language Wikipedia site are provided by Metaweb, 3 which at first glance promised to significantly simplify the preprocessing. Unfortunately, these versions still need significant processing and they incorrectly eliminate some of the important metadata. In the end, we wrote our own code to process the raw dump. It should be possible to extend this code to handle other languages with little difficulty. See Lieberman and Lin (2009) for more discussion of a related effort to extract and use the geotagged articles in Wikipedia.
The entire set of articles was split 80/10/10 in round-robin fashion into training, development, and testing sets after randomizing the order of the articles, which preserved the proportion of geotagged articles. Running on the full data set is timeconsuming, so development was done on a subset of about 80,000 articles (19.9 million tokens) as a training set and 500 articles as a development set.
Final evaluation was done on the full dataset, which includes 390,574 training articles (97.2 million tokens) and 48,589 test articles. A full run with all the six strategies described below (three baseline, three non-baseline) required about 4 months of computing time and about 10-16 GB of RAM when run on a 64-bit Intel Xeon E5540 CPU; we completed such jobs in under two days (wall clock) using the Longhorn cluster at the Texas Advanced Computing Center.
Geo-tagged Microblog Corpus
As a second evaluation corpus on a different domain, we use the corpus of geotagged tweets collected and used by Eisenstein et al. (2010) . 4 It contains 380,000 messages from 9,500 users tweeting within the 48 states of the continental USA. We use the train/dev/test splits provided with the data; for these, the tweets of each user (a feed) have been concatenated to form a single document, and the location label associated with each document is the location of the first tweet by that user. This is generally a fair assumption as Twitter users typically tweet within a relatively small region. Given this setup, we will refer to Twitter users as documents in what follows; this keeps the terminology consistent with Wikipedia as well. The training split has 5,685 documents (1.58 million tokens).
Replication Our code (part of the TextGrounder system), our processed version of Wikipedia, and instructions for replicating our experiments are available on the TextGrounder website. 5
Grid representation for connecting texts to locations
Geolocation involves identifying some spatial region with a unit of text-be it a word, phrase, or document. The earth's surface is continuous, so a natural approach is to predict locations using a continuous distribution. For example, Eisenstein et al. (2010) use Gaussian distributions to model the locations of Twitter users in the United States of America. This appears to work reasonably well for that restricted region, but is likely to run into problems when predicting locations for anywhere on earthinstead, spherical distributions like the von MisesFisher distribution would need to be employed. We take here the simpler alternative of discretizing the earth's surface with a geodesic grid; this allows us to predict locations with a variety of standard approaches over discrete outcomes. There are many ways of constructing geodesic grids. Like Serdyukov et al. (2009), we use the simplest strategy: a grid of square cells of equal degree, such as 1 • by 1 • . This produces variable-size regions that shrink latitudinally, becoming progressively smaller and more elongated the closer they get towards the poles. Other strategies, such as the quaternary triangular mesh (Dutton, 1996) , preserve equal area, but are considerably more complex to implement. Given that most of the populated regions of interest for us are closer to the equator than not and that we use cells of quite fine granularity (down to 0.05 • ), the simple grid system was preferable.
With such a discrete representation of the earth's surface, there are four distributions that form the core of all our geolocation methods. The first is a standard multinomial distribution over the vocabulary for every cell in the grid. Given a grid G with cells c i and a vocabulary V with words w j , we have
The third distribution is the reverse of the first: for a given word, its distribution over the earth's cells, κ ji = P (c i |w j ). The final distribution is over the cells,
This grid representation ignores all higher level regions, such as states, countries, rivers, and mountain ranges, but it is consistent with the geocoding in both the Wikipedia and Twitter datasets. Nonetheless, note that the κ ji for words referring to such regions is likely to be much flatter (spread out) but with most of the mass concentrated in a set of connected cells. Those for highly focused point-locations will jam up in a few disconnected cells-in the extreme case, toponyms like Spring-957 field which are connected to many specific point locations around the earth.
We use grids with cell sizes of varying granular-
• . For example, with d=0.5 • , a cell at the equator is roughly 56x55 km and at 45 • latitude it is 39x55 km. At this resolution, there are a total of 259,200 cells, of which 35,750 are non-empty when using our Wikipedia training set. For comparison, at the equator a cell at d=5 • is about 557x553 km (2,592 cells; 1,747 non-empty) and at d=0.1 • a cell is about 11.3x10.6 km (6,480,000 cells; 170,005 non-empty).
The geolocation methods predict a cellĉ for a document, and the latitude and longitude of the degree-midpoint of the cell is used as the predicted location. Prediction error is the great-circle distance from these predicted locations to the locations given by the gold standard. The use of cell midpoints provides a fair comparison for predictions with different cell sizes. This differs from the evaluation metrics used by Serdyukov et al. (2009) , which are all computed relative to a given grid size. With their metrics, results for different granularities cannot be directly compared because using larger cells means less ambiguity when choosingĉ. With our distancebased evaluation, large cells are penalized by the distance from the midpoint to the actual location even when that location is in the same cell. Smaller cells reduce this penalty and permit the word distributions θ c i j to be much more specific for each cell, but they are harder to predict exactly and suffer more from sparse word counts compared to courser granularity. For large datasets like Wikipedia, fine-grained grids work very well, but the trade-off between resolution and sufficient training material shows up more clearly for the smaller Twitter dataset.
Supervised models for document geolocation
Our methods use only the text in the documents; predictions are made based on the distributions θ, κ, and ρ introduced in the previous section. No use is made of metadata, such as links/followers and infoboxes.
Supervision
We acquire θ and κ straightforwardly from the training material. The unsmoothed estimate of word w j 's probability in a test document d k is: 6
Similarly for a cell c i , we compute the unsmoothed word distribution by aggregating all of the documents located within c i :
We compute the global distribution θ Dj over the set of all documents D in the same fashion. The word distribution of document d k backs off to the global distribution θ Dj . The probability mass α d k reserved for unseen words is determined by the empirical probability of having seen a word once in the document, motivated by Good-Turing smoothing. (The cell distributions are treated analogously.) That is: 7
The distributions over cells for each word simply renormalizes the θ c i j values to achieve a proper distribution:
A useful aspect of the κ distributions is that they can be plotted in a geobrowser using thematic mapping techniques (Sandvik, 2008) to inspect the spread of a word over the earth. We used this as a simple way to verify the basic hypothesis that words that do not name locations are still useful for geolocation. Indeed, the Wikipedia distribution for mountain shows high density over the Rocky Mountains, Smokey Mountains, the Alps, and other ranges, while beach has high density in coastal areas. Words without inherent locational properties also have intuitively correct distributions: e.g., barbecue has high density over the south-eastern United States, Texas, Jamaica, and Australia, while wine is concentrated in France, Spain, Italy, Chile, Argentina, California, South Africa, and Australia. 8 Finally, the cell distributions are simply the relative frequency of the number of documents in each cell:
A standard set of stop words are ignored. Also, all words are lowercased except in the case of the most-common-toponym baselines, where uppercase words serve as a fallback in case a toponym cannot be located in the article.
Kullback-Leibler divergence
Given the distributions for each cell, θ c i , in the grid, we use an information retrieval approach to choose a location for a test document d k : compute the similarity between its word distribution θ d k and that of each cell, and then choose the closest one. KullbackLeibler (KL) divergence is a natural choice for this (Zhai and Lafferty, 2001 ). For distribution P and Q, KL divergence is defined as:
This quantity measures how good Q is as an encoding for P -the smaller it is the better. The best cell c KL is the one which provides the best encoding for the test document:
The fact that KL is not symmetric is desired here: the other direction, KL(θ c i ||θ d k ), asks which cell the test document is a good encoding for. With KL(θ d k ||θ c i ), the log ratio of probabilities for each word is weighted by the probability of the word in the test document,
, which means that the divergence is more sensitive to the document rather than the overall cell.
As an example for why non-symmetric KL in this order is appropriate, consider geolocating a page in a densely geotagged cell, such as the page for the Washington Monument. The distribution of the cell containing the monument will represent the words from many other pages having to do with museums, US government, corporate buildings, and other nearby memorials and will have relatively small values for many of the words that are highly indicative of the monument's location. Many of those words appear only once in the monument's page, but this will still be a higher value than for the cell and will weight the contribution accordingly.
Rather than computing KL(θ d k ||θ c i ) over the entire vocabulary, we restrict it to only the words in the document to compute KL more efficiently:
Early experiments showed that it makes no difference in the outcome to include the rest of the vocabulary. Note that because θ c i is smoothed, there are no zeros, so this value is always defined.
Naive Bayes
Naive Bayes is a natural generative model for the task of choosing a cell, given the distributions θ c i and γ: to generate a document, choose a cell c i according to γ and then choose the words in the document according to θ c i :
This method maximizes the combination of the likelihood of the document P (d k |c i ) and the cell prior probability γ i .
Average cell probability
For each word, κ ji gives the probability of each cell in the grid. A simple way to compute a distribution for a document d k is to take a weighted average of the distributions for all words to compute the average cell probability (ACP):
This method, despite its conceptual simplicity, works well in practice. It could also be easily modified to use different weights for words, such as TF/IDF or relative frequency ratios between geolocated documents and non-geolocated documents, which we intend to try in future work.
Baselines
There are several natural baselines to use for comparison against the methods described above.
Random Chooseĉ rand randomly from a uniform distribution over the entire grid G.
Cell prior maximum Choose the cell with the highest prior probability according to γ:ĉ cpm = arg max c i ∈G γ i .
Most frequent toponym
Identify the most frequent toponym in the article and the geotagged Wikipedia articles that match it. Then identify which of those articles has the most incoming links (a measure of its prominence), and then chooseĉ mf t to be the cell that contains the geotagged location for that article. This is a strong baseline method, but can only be used with Wikipedia.
Note that a toponym matches an article (or equivalently, the article is a candidate for the toponym) either if the toponym is the same as the article's title, or the same as the title after a parenthetical tag or comma-separated higher-level division is removed. For example, the toponym Tucson would match articles named Tucson, Tucson (city) or Tucson, Arizona. In this fashion, the set of toponyms, and the list of candidates for each toponym, is generated from the set of all geotagged Wikipedia articles.
Experiments
The approaches described in the previous section are evaluated on both the geotagged Wikipedia and Twitter datasets. Given a predicted cellĉ for a document, the prediction error is the great-circle distance between the true location and the center ofĉ, as described in section 3.
Grid resolution and thresholding
The major parameter of all our methods is the grid resolution. For both Wikipedia and Twitter, preliminary experiments on the development set were run to plot the prediction error for each method for each level of resolution, and the optimal resolution for each method was chosen for obtaining test results. For the Twitter dataset, an additional parameter is a threshold on the number of feeds each word occurs in: in the preprocessed splits of Eisenstein et al. (2010) , all vocabulary items that appear in fewer than 40 feeds are ignored. This thresholding takes away a lot of very useful material; e.g. in the first feed, it removes 960 • for each method on the Wikipedia dev set.
both "kirkland" and "redmond" (towns in the Eastside of Lake Washington near Seattle), very useful information for geolocating that user. This suggests that a lower threshold would be better, and this is borne out by our experiments. Figure 1 graphs the mean error of each method for different resolutions on the Wikipedia dev set, and Figure 2 graphs the distribution of error distances for grid size 0.5 • for each method on the Wikipedia dev set. These results indicate that a grid size even smaller than 0.1 • might be beneficial. To test this, we ran experiments using a grid size of 0.05 • and 0.01 • using KL divergence. The mean errors on the dev set increased slightly, from 323 km to 348 and 329 km, respectively, indicating that 0.1 • is indeed the minimum.
For the Twitter dataset, we considered both grid size and vocabulary threshold. We recomputed the distributions using several values for both parameters and evaluated on the development set. Table 1 shows mean prediction error using KL divergence, for various combinations of threshold and grid size. Similar tables were constructed for the other strategies. Clearly, the larger grid size of 5 • is more optimal than the 0.1 • best for Wikipedia. This is unsurprising, given the small size of the corpus. Overall, there is a less clear trend for the other methods in terms of optimal resolution. Our interpretation of this is that there is greater sparsity for the Twitter dataset, and thus it is more sensitive to arbitrary aspects of how different user feeds are captured in different cells at different granularities.
For the non-baseline strategies, a threshold between about 2 and 5 was best, although no one value in this range was clearly better than another.
Results Based on the optimal resolutions for each method, Table 2 provides the median and mean errors of the methods for both datasets, when run on the test sets. The results clearly show that KL divergence does the best of all the methods considered, with Naive Bayes a close second. Prediction on Wikipedia is very good, with a median value of 11.8 km. Error on Twitter is much higher at 479 km. Nonetheless, this beats Eisenstein et al.'s (2010) Table 2 : Prediction error (km) on the Wikipedia and Twitter test sets for each of the strategies using the optimal grid resolution and (for Twitter) the optimal threshold, as determined by performance on the corresponding development sets. Eisenstein et al. (2010) used a fixed Twitter threshold of 40. Threshold makes no difference for cell prior maximum.
Ships
One of the most difficult types of Wikipedia pages to disambiguate are those of ships that either are stored or had sunk at a particular location. These articles tend to discuss the exploits of these ships, not their final resting places. Location error on these is usually quite large. However, prediction is quite good for ships that were sunk in particular battles which are described in detail on the page; examples are the USS Gambier Bay, USS Hammann (DD-412), and the HMS Majestic (1895). Another situation that gives good results is when a ship is retired in a location where it is a prominent feature and is thus mentioned in the training set at that location. An example is the USS Turner Joy, which is in Bremerton, Washington and figures prominently in the page for Bremerton (which is in the training set). Another interesting aspect of geolocating ship articles is that ships tend to end up sunk in remote battle locations, such that their article is the only one located in the cell covering the location in the training set. Ship terminology thus dominates such cells, with the effect that our models often (incorrectly) geolocate test articles about other ships to such locations (and often about ships with similar properties). This also leads to generally more accurate geolocation of HMS ships over USS ships; the former seem to have been sunk in more concentrated regions that are themselves less spread out globally. Lieberman and Lin (2009) also work with geotagged Wikipedia articles, but they do in order so to analyze the likely locations of users who edit such articles. Other researchers have investigated the use of Wikipedia as a source of data for other supervised NLP tasks. Mihalcea and colleagues have investigated the use of Wikipedia in conjunction with word sense disambiguation (Mihalcea, 2007) , keyword extraction and linking (Mihalcea and Csomai, 2007) and topic identification Mihalcea, 2009). Cucerzan (2007) used Wikipedia to do named entity disambiguation, i.e. identification and coreferencing of named entities by linking them to the Wikipedia article describing the entity.
Related work
Some approaches to document geolocation rely largely or entirely on non-textual metadata, which is often unavailable for many corpora of interest, Nonetheless, our methods could be combined with such methods when such metadata is available. For example, given that both Wikipedia and Twitter have a linked structure between documents, it would be possible to use the link-based method given in Backstrom et al. (2010) for predicting the location of Facebook users based on their friends' locations. It is possible that combining their approach with our text-based approach would provide improvements for Facebook, Twitter and Wikipedia datasets. For example, their method performs poorly for users with few geolocated friends, but results improved by combining link-based predictions with IP address predictions. The text written users' updates could be an additional aid for locating such users.
Conclusion
We have shown that automatic identification of the location of a document based only on its text can be performed with high accuracy using simple supervised methods and a discrete grid representation of the earth's surface. All of our methods are simple to implement, and both training and testing can be easily parallelized. Our most effective geolocation strategy finds the grid cell whose word distribution has the smallest KL divergence from that of the test document, and easily beats several effective baselines. We predict the location of Wikipedia pages to a median error of 11.8 km and mean error of 221 km. For Twitter, we obtain a median error of 479 km and mean error of 967 km. Using naive Bayes and a simple averaging of word-level cell distributions also both worked well; however, KL was more effective, we believe, because it weights the words in the document most heavily, and thus puts less importance on the less specific word distributions of each cell.
Though we only use text, link-based predictions using the follower graph, as Backstrom et al. (2010) do for Facebook, could improve results on the Twitter task considered here. It could also help with Wikipedia, especially for buildings: for example, the page for Independence Hall in Philadelphia links to geotagged "friend" pages for Philadelphia, the Liberty Bell, and many other nearby locations and buildings. However, we note that we are still primarily interested in geolocation with only text because there are a great many situations in which such linked structure is unavailable. This is especially true for historical corpora like those made available by the Perseus project. 9 The task of identifying a single location for an entire document provides a convenient way of evaluating approaches for connecting texts with locations, but it is not fully coherent in the context of documents that cover multiple locations. Nonetheless, both the average cell probability and naive Bayes models output a distribution over all cells, which could be used to assign multiple locations. Furthermore, these cell distributions could additionally be used to define a document level prior for resolution of individual toponyms. 9 www.perseus.tufts.edu/ Though we treated the grid resolution as a parameter, the grids themselves form a hierarchy of cells containing finer-grained cells. Given this, there are a number of obvious ways to combine predictions from different resolutions. For example, given a cell of the finest grain, the average cell probability and naive Bayes models could successively back off to the values produced by their coarser-grained containing cells, and KL divergence could be summed from finest-to-coarsest grain. Another strategy for making models less sensitive to grid resolution is to smooth the per-cell word distributions over neighboring cells; this strategy improved results on Flickr photo geolocation for Serdyukov et al. (2009) .
An additional area to explore is to remove the bag-of-words assumption and take into account the ordering between words. This should have a number of obvious benefits, among which are sensitivity to multi-word toponyms such as New York, collocations such as London, Ontario or London in Ontario, and highly indicative terms such as egg cream that are made up of generic constituents.
